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“I’ve always thought it’s just a legend.”
The crowd kept commenting about it, but their expressions showed shock.
According to legend, the Sky Fountain Sect’s founder met a group of cultivators ganging up on a
Kylin while out roaming one day before founding the Sky Fountain Sect. At that time, the
founding sect master was kind-hearted and chased away the group of cultivators before saving
the Kylin.
Kylins were quite intelligent creatures, hence that Kylin was grateful to the founding sect master
and thereafter followed the founding sect master all around. They were both a mentor and a
friend to each other.
A few hundred years later, the founding sect master passed away and the Kylin mourned before
falling into a slumber in the cave at the mountain back.
Every Sky Fountain Sect Master had claimed the back mountain’s cave as a forbidden place
from then onwards as they deemed the Kylin as a holy beast and forbade their disciples to go
near it.
Every disciple who joined the Sky Fountain Sect had heard of this incident, only that they had
never met the holy beast Kylin and thought it was just a legend.
However, on that day, seeing the strange phenomena and hearing roars constantly coming from
the cave at the back of the mountain, only then did they know that the legend was true.
Roar! Roar! Roar!
The roars came non-stop with one louder than the other. It was terrifying.
“Master!”
A Sky Fountain Sect Elder quickly walked over right at this moment while sweating profusely
and anxiously said to Master Ralph, “I just received news that every Nine Mainland’s sects has
seen the strange phenomena and thought it’s the appearance of treasures. All of them are
heading toward us now.”
The Elder had a face of indignation as he said that.
The holy beast Kylin’s awakening was supposed to be only Sky Fountain’s matter, but those
other sects were blindly joining in.
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Wow!
The surrounding crowd was instantly in an uproar as many disciples were discussing among
themselves in hushed tones.
“What are the Nine Mainland’s sects blindly coming over for?”
“Yes, the Kylin’s matters pertain to our sect.”
“Screw it, we’ll make sure those who dare catch the Kylin won’t leave here alive.”
“Everyone, be quiet!”
Master Ralph waved his hands in a calm expression right at that moment. “Do not worry about
this. We’ll just explain the situation to them since they are coming over.”
Master Ralph then instructed the Elder, “Arrange some disciples to wait at the mountain
entrance and bring them to the other court once those other sects arrive.
“The Sky Fountain Sect has another court specifically for guests to rest.”
Master Ralph remained calm as he said that before emitting a powerful aura.
The Sky Fountain Sect was the most well-known sect among the Middle Terra’s world of
cultivators and was powerful enough to stop those other sects that were coming over from
acting rashly.
In Master Ralph’s heart, the holy beast belonged only to the Sky Fountain Sect and no one else
should covet it.
The Elder calmed down upon hearing this before responding and quickly left to make
preparations, “Yes, Master!”
…
Meanwhile…
In a mountain forest a few kilometers Northwest of Sky Fountain Sect.
Darryl sat there with his legs crossed and quietly recuperating with Lily beside him silently
watching.
Wesley Tent and the others were sitting there resting not far away while paying attention to their
surroundings at the same time.
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“Woo!”
Darryl slowly opened his eyes soon after and let out a breath of turbid aura. It was refreshing!
‘Haha…’
He had fully recovered his internal energy. Darryl had been cultivating and recuperating on the
way to Middle Terra and finally fully recovered his internal energy to its peak form at that
moment.
Darryl was extremely elated upon feeling the internal energy filling his entire body.
“Hubby!”
At that moment, Lily was unspeakably overjoyed as she smilingly looked at Darryl and said,
“Hubby, you’re fine! That’s great…” Although she did not have any internal energy anymore, Lily
could still see the huge difference compared to the previous day with Darryl being much more
spirited.
“Congratulations Master Darby for having fully recovered!” Wesley and the others quickly
surrounded Darryl and congratulated him.
Darryl smiled before signaling for them to not be so polite!
“Roar!”
However, they heard another roar coming from the direction of the Sky Fountain Sect right at
this moment which shockingly shook the ground.
‘F*ck!
‘The roar was still so loud and clear from such a distance. Could it be a godly beast?’
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Such a loud and clear roar, could it be a godly beast?
Darryl was spirited upon hearing its roar. He barely gave it any thought before saying to Wesley
and the others, “Quick, the godly beast should be near us. Let’s quickly go and have a look!”
Darryl then moved swiftly. He took Lily along and quickly flew toward the direction of the Sky
Fountain.
“Go, follow him!” Wesley yelled and signaled his men to follow suit.
Darryl and the others soon arrived at the foot of the mountain which the Sky Fountain Sect was
located.
“Everyone!”
A Sky Fountain disciple quickly approached as they just landed and politely said, “Are all of you
here for the treasures?”
It had to be said the Sky Fountain was a sect that had been around for a few thousand years.
Although their disciple’s tone was polite, it was neither condescending nor overly humble such
that no one would dare look down on him.
“Hmm!”
Darryl nodded.
“Follow me then!” The disciple smiled before gesturing with his hands and led the way to the
other court.
Darryl, Lily, and the others looked at each other a little confused.
What was going on?
It was clear a godly beast about to appear from the previous roar. Why were the Sky Fountain
disciples still so calm?
In truth, Darryl would have forcefully intruded if the godly beast had appeared at a different sect.
However, the Sky Fountain Sect was one of the most powerful sects in Middle Terra, so he did
not dare act rashly.
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More importantly, Lily did not have internal energy and needed to be protected, so Darryl did not
dare cause any troubles.
They soon arrived at the other court. Darryl was suddenly stunned upon seeing the scene
before him.
‘The other sects came as well?’
Many people were gathered at the other court’s square. It was close to a few million people!
The strange phenomena at Middle Terra had caused the Nine Mainland’s sects to rush there at
the first opportunity with many sects already arrived at that moment. There were close to a few
million people there! It was a majestic sight to behold!
The other sects were led by the Sky Fountain Sect disciples to the other court just like Darryl.
The Sky Fountain Sect was powerful, hence the other sects would not dare easily offend them!
‘Hmm? She’s here too?’
Darryl scanned his surroundings and noticed a familiar figure among the crowd before suddenly
frowning.
It was Megan!
Megan was being surrounded by a dozen of the Emei Sect disciples at that moment and stood
at the most obvious of places. Her pretty face was indescribably charming as she was wearing a
white long dress that showed off her curvy figure. The only component missing from her aura
was the openness that she previously had which was replaced with hints of maliciousness
instead!
Megan was one of the first to arrive when the strange phenomena appeared in Middle Terra.
Megan has gotten more arrogant ever since becoming the World Universe’s Alliance Master.
She did not want to respect the arrangements of the Sky Fountain Sect at first and wanted to
explore the mountain by herself. However, Megan held back after reconsidering her current
status.
Swoosh!
Megan slightly furrowed her brows upon feeling someone staring at her and turned around to
have a look before shuddering before her expression darkened the instant she locked eyes with
Darryl.
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‘Darryl?! Isn’t he being hunted by the New World Royals and had gone missing? How can he be
here?’
Megan looked at Lily next to Darryl while being in shock as endless resentment rose in her
heart.
Darryl could accept such an ugly woman, yet why could he not forgive and accept her?
At that moment, Megan did not know that the ugly woman next to Darryl was Lily whom she was
familiar with.
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Megan’s eyes turned cold and malicious with that thought in mind and vaguely released
murderous intent.
She had decided to take action against Darryl after getting hold of the treasure and leaving the
Sky Fountain Sect.
She must pay back this man who used to be mean to her by at least ten folds.
Two beautiful figures appeared not far away right at this moment and slowly walked over while
being led by a Sky Fountain Sect disciple!
Darryl was shocked and elated upon seeing them with his mood instantly turned for the better!
It was Queenie and Celine!
The two of them with one being youthful and pretty while the other gentle and wise stood out
among the crowd. It was as though every man’s eyes were on them.
Queenie was wearing a yellow short dress on that day and looking youthful despite completely
showing off her sexy and mature figure. Her almost S-shaped figure made many men’s eyes
pop out.
On the other hand, Celine was in a purple long dress looking extremely demure and attractive.
The appearance of both made the surrounding atmosphere slightly livelier.
“The Honorable Pianist…”
“Yes, it’s the Honorable Pianist. Rumor has it that she’s an icy-cold beauty. It seems the rumors
are true upon seeing her here today.”
Although Celine was not interested in fame or fortune, she has garnered a reputation for being
beautiful after roaming the Nine Mainland for so many years with many cultivators recognizing
her instantly.
Queenie and Celine had no expressions on their faces upon hearing the surrounding crowd’s
discussions.
They have been roaming among the world of cultivators for so many years that they were long
used to this.
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Swoosh!
Queenie immediately noticed at that moment as she quickly walked over with brightened eyes.
Queenie excitedly tugged Darryl’s hands upon arriving in front of him. “Darryl! Darryl, it’s really
you!”
Previously, Queenie and Celine were wandering about another mainland at that time when news
of Darryl waging a war against the New World Royals spread like wildfire throughout the Nine
Mainland.
Queenie was extremely anxious when they heard of the news and begged Celine to quickly
head over to the New World to lend a hand. However, they were still a step too late.
Queenie and Celine had been asking around about Darryl’s whereabouts for the past few days,
but to no avail. They then immediately came over the day before upon seeing the strange
phenomena at Middle Terra.
Queenie thought that Darryl might come to Middle Terra as well to see the strange phenomena
which caused a huge incident. However, she had not expected she would really meet Darryl
there.
At that moment, Celine walked over too before smiling at Darryl. “Darryl, it’s wonderful to see
that you are fine!”
Although her tone was flat, it was filled with concern.
Darryl smiled and nodded.
Being able to see his cousin was a happy occasion.
Wow!
The surrounding crowd erupted into a heated discussion with confused faces.
What was going on?
They thought that the Honorable Pianist was an arrogant loner and did not have many friends.
How was she being so close to another man at that moment?
Many were looking at Darryl while discussing amongst themselves.
All of them were stunned in the next second.
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“F*ck me. I-isn’t that the Elysium Gate Sect Master, Darryl Darby?”
“Is it him? Isn’t he being hunted by the New World Royals?”
“It really is…”
“Darryl is being hunted by the New World Royals, yet he dares to still come here. How bold!”
There was only Wesley and a few others by Darryl’s side, so all of them thought that Darryl was
just a small sect master with no one bothered paying any attention to him. They only realized at
that moment upon closer inspection that he was the famous Elysium Gate Sect Master, Darryl
Darby—Indomitable Darby!
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“Queenie?” Lily who was not far away walked over and trembled right at that moment as she
looked extremely excited at Queenie. “Is it really you?”
Lily was already in tears before she could finish talking!
It had been more than 10 years!
Lily had not seen her cousin for more than 10 years. It could be said that Lily was closest to
Queenie among all her other relatives.
“You…” Queenie was startled upon seeing Lily’s ugly face. She frowned hard and asked, “Who
are you? Do I know you?”
Queenie’s face was full of confusion when she said that.
She did not know this ugly person right in front of her, yet the person called her as though they
were very close to each other.
Sigh!
Darryl could not help but sigh upon seeing this scene in front of him before looking toward
Queenie and softly said, “Queenie, she… She’s Lily.” Darryl then lowered his head and feeling
unspeakably embarrassed.
Lily had become that way all because of him. He felt responsible to her.
What?
Queenie was suddenly stunned upon hearing that.
“Waaa!”
Queenie came to her senses a few seconds later as she tightly hugged Lily and could not help
but sob at the same time. “Lily, I’ve missed you. I’ve missed you so much for all these years…”
Lily was under the impression that Queenie had always been in the World Universe for the past
10 years.
The truth was that Queenie had been through so much that it left a lifetime scar on
her—especially when she was under house arrest and later on defiled. However, Queenie could
not tell her all those in a short time, so all her grievances ended up being converted into tears.
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“Woola!”
Footsteps sounds came from nearby as Lily and Queenie were reconciling. A few Sky Fountain
Sect Elders came over while accompanying Master Ralph.
“Everyone!”
Once they were right in front, Master Ralph scanned his surroundings before giving a smile and
said, “Thank you for taking the time out to come over. Your presence is a blessing to Sky
Fountain Sect. However, the strange phenomenon this time was not due to some Grand
Weapon or ancient tomb appearing, but only due to our holy beast kylin waking up…”
Master Ralph recounted the story in detail in the next few minutes.
Wow!
The entire crowd was instantly in an uproar.
“Holy Beast Kylin? So it turns out this earthquake is because of the Godly Beast Kylin…”
“F*ck. No wonder the Sky Fountain Sect could be one of the powerful sects in Middle Terra.
Turns out they have a godly beast protecting them…”
“This godly beast has been slumbering for a thousand years, unbelievable!”
Darryl was also in a daze and could not hide the shock in his heart.
‘F*ck! It has to be said that the Sky Fountain Sect is too powerful. They have a godly beast
slumbering at their mountain entrance.’
Not far away, Megan kept a calm expression on her pretty face but was a little annoyed at heart.
She came all the way here only to find out that no treasures were appearing but only their godly
beast waking up.
“Everyone!”
Master Ralph raised his hands right at this moment and politely said, “The awakening of the
Holy Beast Kylin is our affairs, so I hope all of you won’t meddle in it. However, I won’t let your
efforts go to waste and will get my disciples to hold a banquet…”
Roar!
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They heard a deafening angry roar coming from the rear mountain before he could finish his
words. The crowd could not help but cover their ears upon hearing buzzing sounds and feeling
dizzy.
“Master!”
At the same time, a Sky Fountain Sect disciple rushed over in a panic while being covered in
blood. He said to Master Ralph in horror, “The Holy Beast… The Holy Beast Kylin has gone
mad! It rushed out of the cave before it started injuring many disciples and two Elders!”
What?
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Master Ralph’s expressions changed upon hearing that.
At the same time, the crowd looked at each other and could not help discussing among
themselves in hushed tones.
“What’s happening? The Holy Beast has gone mad?”
“Isn’t the Godly Beast Kylin looking after the Sky Fountain Sect? How could it go berserk?”
“Things are getting interesting…”
Darryl was secretly frowning upon hearing that.
Legend mentioned that godly beasts were like humans and might reach a bottleneck while
cultivating. Once they arrived at their bottleneck, the godly beast would reach a higher
cultivation realm if they were lucky to make a breakthrough. Otherwise, they would go mad.
The current situation was equivalent to a human cultivator having a psychotic break.
Looks like the Godly Beast Kylin that woke up from its thousand-year slumber at the Sky
Fountain Sect must have reached a bottleneck and went berserk.
“Everyone, don’t panic!”
At that moment, Master Ralph took a deep breath with his clear voice resounding throughout the
court.
He was preparing to leave toward the rear mountain.
Roar!
However, an earth-shattering roar came through once again followed by a gigantic fiery figure
rushing over from the rear mountain.
It was the kylin.
The kylin was over 70 meters long and five to six meters tall. It was covered in scales that
emitted a Purple Red Flame while its eyes flashed craving for blood.
The surrounding temperature instantly rose the moment it appeared as though the air was about
to burn up.
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Gasp!
Everyone was stunned upon seeing this scene as they looked gaspingly at the fiery kylin.
“It’s the kylin. It’s really the kylin!”
“It’s a fiery kylin as well…”
“My god! I never thought I’d be able to see a godly beast in this life!”
They felt the fire from the fiery kylin’s body While being shocked at the same time. Many of their
hearts started beating faster as their blood was boiling.
Darryl looked on with a heavy expression and was extremely stunned upon seeing the fiery
kylin.
‘It’s not surprising as a godly beast—it’s too powerful!’
Although the kylin was not considered one of the legendary Four Great Godly Beasts, its
powers were as great as the Four Great Godly Beasts—Azure Dragon, White Tiger, Black
Tortoise, and Vermilion Bird.
Ancient manuals have described the kylin as having a dragon’s head and a lion’s body covered
in dragon scales. It was extremely majestic.
Lily and Queenie by the side were stunned as well.
“This!”
Lily stood there and could not help shuddering gently at that moment with her trembling tone. “Is
this the godly beast kylin? Such a powerful aura!”
Darryl smiled and grabbed Lily’s shoulder to comfort her. “Don’t be afraid!”
He had the enchanted beast Rocky. Although Rocky and the kylin were technically on two
different levels, Darryl’s little Rocky had only started cultivating for a few years as compared to
the kylin who had cultivated for more than a thousand years. Although Darryl might not be able
to fight the kylin, he was certain he would be able to protect Lily.
Celine beside them also bit her lip as she looked at the kylin in mid-air. She was quite
knowledgeable as the famous Honorable Pianist and would naturally recognize the kylin!
“Woola!”
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At that moment, many Sky Fountain Sect disciples quickly came over and surrounded the kylin.
Master Ralph engaged his internal energy at the same moment while floating in mid-air before
slowly saying to the kylin, “Master Holy Beast, I’m Master Ralph—the forty-fifth Sky Fountain
Sect Master, welcomes you!”
The Holy Beast Kylin had a high status in the Sky Fountain Sect such that even the Sect Master
had to respectfully call it Master Holy Beast.
Although Master Ralph’s expressions were calm as he said that, he was a little panicking at
heart as he could feel the kylin emitting a maddening murderous aura that was only getting
stronger. The kylin then went mad at that moment as it did not recognize anyone at all and only
wanted to kill!
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“Roar!”
The fiery kylin let out an earth-shattering roar in mid-air right at this moment!
Buzz!
A Purple Red Flame then burst forth from the kylin’s mouth before heading toward Master Ralph
and the other Sky Fountain Disciples!
“Ah!”
Many Sky Fountain disciples could not react in time and were instantly engulfed in flames as
they let out a terrible wail. They had not expected the fiery kylin to kill its own people whilst
going berserk!
More than hundreds of Sky Fountain disciples instantly turned into ashes with no bodily
remnants left.
Master Ralph did not hesitate as he lifted his hand and cast a protective shield upon seeing the
oncoming fire.
Bang!
Master Ralph shuddered as the fire collided with the protective shield before suddenly
destroying and forced Master Ralph backward—spitting a mouthful of blood.
Even though Master Ralph was already at the Heaven Ascension level, he still could not block
the terrifying fire attack from the fiery kylin.
Gasp!
Everyone was shocked upon witnessing this scene.
“The Heavenly Purple Flame? The flame this fiery kylin blew was the Heavenly Purple Flame!”
“Not only that—the fiery kylin is at the Heaven Ascension level. It’s too powerful!”
“Yes! A Heaven Ascension level combined with the Heavenly Purple Flame—who could stop it?”
The Heavenly Purple Flame ranked fourth in the Enchanted Flame Chart! It was a terrifying
force!
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“Roar!”
The fiery kylin went mad upon seeing blood as it released another earth-shaking roar before
immediately rushing toward the Sky Fountain Sect disciples.
“Ah!”
Miserable wails kept coming through as close to a thousand Sky Fountain disciples ended up in
a pool of their own blood.
Darryl’s guess was right. The fiery kylin had been slumbering for a thousand years in the rear
mountain cave and only woke up when it reached a bottleneck. Previously, the fiery kylin’s angry
roar which caused that strange phenomenon was when it attempted to make a breakthrough of
its bottleneck.
Unfortunately, it failed to succeed in making a breakthrough, hence it went completely berserk.
They were finished!
Master Ralph’s face turned pale upon seeing the many dead and injured Sky Fountain disciples!
He too felt helpless while being shocked and angry at the same time.
The holy beast kylin existed at the time when Sky Fountain Sect’s founding master was still
alive—following him everywhere. It was extremely powerful to the extent he could not even
subdue it.
However, he also could not just sit and watch as his disciples were recklessly killed by it.
Master Ralph scanned the surroundings with that thought in mind and anxiously yelled, “My
fellow cultivators, the holy beast kylin has gone berserk and Sky Fountain Sect is having
difficulty subduing it. Please lend us a helping hand and the Sky Fountain Sect will generously
repay you once we successfully tame the holy beast kylin.”
In truth, Master Ralph was reluctant to let the other sects meddle in subduing the holy beast
kylin, but had no choice in his current situation.
Woo!
The Nine Mainland’s cultivators looked at each other with a displaced face upon hearing that.
“Interesting, he did not want us to meddle in their affairs previously, but is now asking for our
help?”
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“This fiery kylin is too terrifying. Anyone who goes against it will die.”
“However, the Sky Fountain Sect will be destroyed if we don’t help them now and once all of
them have died—the fiery kylin will come after us.”
The crowd kept discussing among themselves, yet no one stood up.
Master Ralph got anxious upon seeing this situation.
“Master Ralph, I’ll help the Sky Fountain Sect.”
A yell rang through right at this moment followed by a beautiful ethereal-looking figure rushed
toward the fiery kylin in mid-air. She was in a long dress that billowed in the air—as gorgeous as
a fairy, but with a murderous aura.
It was Megan!
“Thank you, thank you!” Master Ralph was elated and kept paying obeisance.
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1667
Megan’s face was calm without any emotions as she avoided the fiery kylin’s attack before
looking at the World Universe’s sects and coldly said, “What are all of you standing there for?
Come and help!”
In truth, Megan would not have been so kind-hearted as to help Master Ralph out. However, her
every action was under scrutiny as the Alliance Master of the World Universe. She naturally had
to set an example under such circumstances.
More importantly, the fiery kylin had been alive for a few thousand years with powers at the
Heaven Ascension level. Its inner core was extremely precious.
Megan had decided to help Master Ralph out and take the opportunity to kill the fiery kylin. At
that time, the inner core would successfully be in her hands.
“Yes, Alliance Master!” The World Universe’s cultivators responded and immediately engaged
their internal energy before rushing toward the fiery kylin.
‘What?’ Darryl was stunned and baffled upon seeing this scene.
‘Megan has become the Alliance Master of the World Universe? When did she have such
capabilities?’
Gasp!
The next second, Darryl was even more stunned upon feeling her erupting powers.
‘Level Five Martial Emperor? Megan’s level was previously not very high in Lu Bu’s ancient
tomb. She had already reached the Level Five Martial Emperor after only a short time?’
Darryl instantly frowned and was confused.
Wow!
At that moment, the surrounding cultivators were instantly in an uproar upon seeing Megan
leading the World Universe sects to help Sky Fountain Sect.
“The World Universe is helping out. Should we go as well?”
“I think…we should. According to legends, a kylin of this power has an inner core called the
Heavenly Flame Core other than its Heavenly Purple flame. It’s a precious treasure. In addition,
do you see the tear-drop-like object around its neck? It’s called the Goddess Tears. Legends
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mention the Ancient Goddess Nuwa used up her entire internal energy into creating it during
ancient times with the powers to revive the dead…”
“F*ck me…”
Many looked at the fiery kylin while discussing and noticed a tear-drop shape item around its
neck as expected. It was glittering, iridescent, and magical looking.
Many were extremely excited when they saw that.
“The fiery kylin has so many treasures on it?”
“The Heavenly Flame Core and the Goddess Tears? Those who get it would be undefeated
among the Nine Mainland.”
“What are we waiting for? Let’s go!”
“Woola!”
The cultivators did not hesitate anymore as they excitedly engaged their internal energy and
attacked the fiery kylin.
Previously, all of them were shocked and worried by the fiery kylin’s powers but were suddenly
not worried any more after discovering the two treasures on its body.
“Darryl, let’s go and help too!”
Queenie was also eager to try right at that moment and looked excitedly at Darryl before saying,
“The Sky Fountain disciples are too tragic! They’re almost wiped out by the kylin!”
The others only helped because they wanted the treasures on the kylin. However, the
kind-hearted Queenie wanted to help because she could not bear to watch the Sky Fountain
Sect suffer.
“Don’t worry!” Darryl smiled and said.
The Sky Fountain Sect was not in danger at the moment with so many people helping them. It
would be advisable to observe for a while longer.
In truth, Darryl would have gone up to help without giving it any more thought were it his
previous self. However, Darryl had learned to observe and contemplate before taking action
after all those years of experiences.
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Lily walked over and worriedly said to Queenie, “Queenie, the fiery kylin is too powerful. You
shouldn’t go.”
Celine also shook her head at Queenie at the same time.
she realized that the situation in front of them was a mess just like Darryl and it would be good
to get involved for the moment.
The Sky Fountain Sect was not in danger anymore with so many sects helping out after all.
“Alright!”
Queenie pouted with disappointment as she stood by the side. However, she still could not help
but go closer toward the crowd where the intense fighting was taking place despite not going
forward to help.
The fight between cultivators and the godly beast kylin was the battle of a lifetime. It was a
majestic sight to behold. Queenie who liked being among the crowd was enjoying the fight at
that moment.
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Darryl secretly shook his head and chuckled upon seeing Queenie tiptoeing to observe the
battle.
This girl was already a grown-up, yet her character was still the same—always liked to join in
the fun.
At that moment, the fiery kylin got more and more violent under those cultivators’ attacks. Its
entire body was burning with tens of meters tall flames. The entire sky above the Sky Fountain
Sect was burning with an extremely hot aura. It was suffocating.
Roar! Roar!
Angry roars kept coming as the fiery kylin had gone completely berserk. Its powers seemed to
have doubled. Although the various sects’ cultivators have surrounded it, they could not subdue
it at all let alone kill it.
Half an hour soon passed. The fiery kylin’s huge body was still prancing around in mid-air and
retained its majestic appearance. However, the cultivators were starting to struggle.
“Haha…”
A burst of laughter suddenly came through from the skies not far away right at this moment
followed by a fiery red figure flying fast. This person had manically messy long hair with a wild
and unrestrained appearance. In addition, he also emitted a strong powerful aura.
It was Zhurong!
Swoosh!
All eyes were instantly on Zhurong upon sensing his unfathomable powers. They were
extremely stunned.
‘Who’s this person? How’s he so strong!’
“Brother Zhurong!”
Darryl—who was observing the fight by the side—was extremely overjoyed and could not help
but yell out loud.
Darryl was unspeakably elated at that moment.
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Meeting Queenie at the Sky Fountain Sect was already an unexpected surprise. He had not
expected to see Zhurong as well.
“Haha!”
Zhurong chuckled out loud once more upon seeing Darryl as his bright voice filled the entire Sky
Fountain Sect. “It’s you, Brother Darryl! I did not expect to see you. Wait for me, we’ll catch up
properly after I deal with this fiery kylin.”
Zhurong looked at the fiery kylin with excitement flashing in his eyes as he said that.
Zhurong felt it too at Mount Buzhou when the strange phenomena happened in Middle Terra.
Not only did he notice the strange phenomena, he even knew it was caused by a
few-thousand-year-old fiery kylin.
Zhurong likes to study all kinds of enchanted flames as the Fire God. Zhurong did not even give
it any thought and immediately rushed over the moment he realized not only was the fiery kylin
extremely powerful but also had the Heavenly Purple Flame.
Wow!
Everyone was stunned upon seeing this scene as they looked at Zhurong with complicated
expressions.
“W-who’s this person? Why is he so strong?”
“Damn it, we won’t have any chance in obtaining the treasures anymore if he meddles in it and
kills the fiery kylin…”
There was a malicious gaze glaring at Zhurong among those in the discussion.
It was Megan.
Megan did not show any reaction at that moment, but she was extremely angry.
She initially thought she could use her position and power to obtain the Heavenly Flame Core
and the Goddess Tears after killing the fiery kylin together with the other cultivators.
However, her chances became slimmer once Zhurong appeared.
Megan got more furious at that thought as she glared murderously at Zhurong.
“Foul beast, die!”
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Zhurong did not care about the crowd’s comments as he yelled angrily and rushed toward the
fiery kylin.
“Roar!”
The fiery kylin was not afraid at all as it angrily roared before waving its flames and sharp
claws—immediately facing Zhurong’s attack head-on in a brutal fight against him.
The surrounding crowd was stunned before quickly coming to their senses and concurrently
attacked the fiery kylin once more.
The tables were turning.
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The fiery kylin was under intense attacks from the cultivators from all sides before Zhurong
came. Although it was not subdued, it had no way of escaping either. However, the fiery kylin
was gradually losing at that moment with Zhurong’s sudden interference.
Zhurong was famous for existing for several thousand years as well after all.
Bang!
Zhurong’s internal energy exploded after half an hour of intense battle as he served an attack on
the fiery kylin’s head. The fiery kylin let out a cry before spitting out an inner core that was still
burning in flames.
It was the fiery kylin’s inner core—the Heavenly Flame Core!
The Goddess Tears on its neck also fell away at the same time.
Both treasures concurrently dropped from the fiery kylin’s huge body to the ground.
“Haha, the Heavenly Flame Core and the Goddess Tears!” Zhurong chuckled out loud and was
extremely excited. He moved swiftly and was about to pick both treasures up.
Buzz!
Megan sneered and violently attacked Zhurong from behind right at that moment. “Who do you
think you are for trying to take the precious treasures?”
Megan’s face was full of resentment as she said that.
Megan would not have been so despicable and done a sneak attack were it anyone else.
However, Zhurong was Darryl’s friend and she could not let him have the treasures no matter
what!
“You want to take the treasures?”
“Such an arrogant person wants to take both treasures away?”
“Go away!”
The surrounding other cultivators yelled angrily as well at the same time and attacked Zhurong
in unison.
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A few hundred Martial Emperor level cultivators concurrently attacked Zhurong which caused
the entire skies to distort. It was terrifying.
“Brother Zhurong, watch out!”
Darryl’s expressions changed upon seeing this scene and could not help but exclaim out loud.
He wanted to immediately move swiftly toward Zhurong and save him, but was too far away and
could not make it in time.
“A bunch of kids—how dare you attack me?”
Zhurong sneered as he did a flip in mid-air and easily avoided their attacks.
However, Zhurong managed to avoid the others but he could not avoid Megan’s attack who was
right behind him on top of her fast speed due to cultivating the Immortal Pure Scripture.
Bang!
Megan’s extremely powerful attack contained eighty percent of her internal energy and landed
squarely on Zhurong’s back in the next second.
“Pfft!”
Zhurong trembled before spatting a mouthful of blood before falling swiftly to the ground without
managing to obtain the two treasures.
‘F*ck!’
Zhurong was infuriated at that instant.
He was a cultivator who lived for thousands of years, yet was sneakily attacked upon by a
junior. It was infuriating.
“The Heavenly Flame Core and Goddess Tears!”
“Get it! Finders keepers!”
“Haha, none of you can be as fast as me!”
Everyone yelled at that moment as they moved swiftly toward the Heavenly Flame Core and
Goddess Tears.
It was a messy situation as everyone wanted to get the two treasures!
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The Heavenly Flame Core was the inner core of the godly beast kylin. Cultivators who
consumed it would have their powers grow tremendously!
The Goddess Tears was also a precious handmade treasure by the Ancient Goddess Nuwa.
Legend stated it could even raise the dead! These two precious items were every cultivator’s
dream!
Zhurong was heavily injured at that moment and did not have any strength left to snatch the two
treasures whilst everyone wanted it for themselves!
A few million people started instantly battling each other! It was a messy sight! The sounds of
weapons clashing could be heard throughout!
A few million people were killing each other just to get the two precious treasures!
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1670
The Heavenly Flame Core and the Goddess Tears were still floating in mid-air at that moment
while millions of cultivators were killing each other viciously just for these two treasures.
Clang! Clang! Clang!
The sounds of weapons clashing kept coming through as many were dying in battle. It was a
bloodbath!
Megan took the Jade Fairy Flute in her hands and gently blew on it. The flute’s beautiful sound
rang out and floated in mid-air. However, those who heard the flute’s sounds started to have
excruciating headaches!
The Jade Fairy Flute was a Grand Weapon that Megan recently obtained that could suppress
other people’s internal energy with its sounds.
Thousands of cultivators clutched their heads and fell to the ground in immense pain just
because of that sound!
Megan opened her red lips and said, “World Universe, listen up! I order you to help me to get
the Heavenly Flame Core and the Goddess Tears as in Alliance Master!”
“Yes, Master!” responded the World Universe cultivators in unison!
No one noticed Zhurong by the side clenching his fists tightly!
What hardship had Zhurong who cultivated for a few thousand years not been through?
However, this was the first time he felt extremely aggravated!
“Woo…Woo…” Zhurong panted loudly. He managed to kill the kylin when it went berserk just
moments ago and initially thought he would be able to obtain the Heavenly Flame Core and
Goddess Tears once it died. However, he had not expected Megan would sneakily attack him
just when he was about to take the two precious treasures!
“A bunch of kids! How dare you snatch the treasures from me!” Zhurong roared angrily before
bearing through the pain and used his full strength at that moment. He immediately stood up
and lowered his energy field before putting both hands together as a ball of flame appeared next
to him!
“Wild Prairie Flame!”
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Zhurong chanted coldly as the ball of flame next to him instantly spread out quickly. A blazing
fire ignited within a thousand-kilometer radius! It was a sea of flames made of enchanted flames
as far as the eye could see!
The Wild Prairie Flame was Zhurong’s most powerful technique that could destroy the sky and
ground!
Zhurong would never use this technique under normal circumstances as it uses too much
internal energy. However, his internal energy was completely depleted at that moment after
releasing the Wild Prairie Flame!
“Ah!”
Many people wailed miserably upon the Wild Prairie Flame’s being unleashed and died in the
sea of fire!
The lower rank cultivators were completely burned up and left no remains. Even Heaven
Ascension cultivators had to use their complete might and cast a protective shield to block the
flames.
“This bunch of kids dares to snatch the treasures from me? Try again next time.” Zhurong
chuckled as he used his remaining strength to fly up and took both the Heavenly Flame Core
and Goddess Tears into his hands!
The few million people were trying to protect themselves against the enchanted flame at that
moment, hence no one blocked Zhurong!
The Wild Prairie Flame was slowly losing its powers and by the time he had gotten both
treasures at hands—the surrounding sea of flames had vanished. It was until then that the
crowd came to their senses and looked angrily at Zhurong!
“He took the Heavenly Flame Core and Goddess Tears!”
“Catch him!”
A few hundred thousand people rushed forward with reddened eyes and weapons at hand. All
of them wanted to kill Zhurong at that moment upon seeing him obtaining both treasures!
Zhurong’s face turned pale as he had used up all his energy when he released the Wild Prairie
Flame just moments ago. His heart sank at that moment upon seeing everyone trying to kill him.
He then yelled out loud before turning and running!
However, Zhurong’s internal energy was extremely weak at that moment as he barely ran a few
steps before being caught on by Megan.
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Megan attacked him squarely in the chest!
“Pfft!”
Zhurong spat a mouthful of blood out and flew dozens of meters back! He felt that he could not
exert any more strength upon landing.
“Handover the Heavenly Flame Core and Goddess Tears if you want to live!” Megan drew her
longsword and immediately rushed toward Zhurong!
“Brother Zhu!” Darryl yelled out loud and immediately ran over—wanting to save Zhurong.
However, he was too far away and could barely make it in time!
Zhurong had no fear as he chuckled out loud and said, “Haha! None of you can have either if I
can’t have it!”
He then stretched out his arms and grabbed a young lady! It was Queenie!
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1671
Celine and Queenie—both master and disciple were standing over there watching the sects
fight each other with Queenie rather engrossed in it when she was unexpectedly grabbed by
Zhurong.
“Young lady, it’s your lucky day! These two treasures are yours!” Zhurong chuckled before
stuffing the Heavenly Flame into Queenie’s mouth while inserting the Goddess Tears into her
hands!
“Senior…” Queenie could barely react in time when the Heavenly Flame Core slid into her
throat!
What?
Everyone’s expressions changed upon witnessing this scene and were unspeakably infuriated!
Especially Megan with her flushed face and escalating fury. It was the last step! One step left
and she could have gotten the two precious treasures for herself!
“Haha!” Zhurong bawled out laughing and was unspeakably relieved. “Bunch of little kids! How
dare you sneak up and attack me! If I can’t get the two treasures, don’t any of you think about
getting it yourself!”
Zhurong and Queenie do not know each other as a matter of fact, but he did not want Megan
and the rest to get the treasure! Zhurong noticed Queenie watching the fight by the side, so he
suddenly had an idea to give both precious treasures to her.
The reason he did that was simple—Zhurong had a fiery temper. The others could only dream
of getting things that he could not get!
Queenie was watching the fight from the side, so she was considered an outsider. He would
rather let her have it than to let the others!
“You…” Megan coldly looked at Zhurong with blazing fury!
The surrounding cultivators were angry and speechless as well.
They had not expected Zhurong to behave in such a way at the very crucial moment.
He would rather let a young lady watching the fight by the side have it than letting the others
take advantage of it.
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‘It’s bad!’
Darryl was stunned upon seeing that scene and looked at Queenie with worry.
Although Queenie had been roaming around and gaining experience for the past few years with
her powers not weak either, the Heavenly Flame Core was not ordinary. She would not be able
to completely fuse with the Heavenly Flame Core based on her current powers!
“Queenie!”
Celine trembled at the same moment and could not help but exclaim.
“Master!”
Queenie still did not know what was about to happen to her, so she smiled at Celine and yelled,
“I’m fine.”
Queenie frowned hard just as she finished saying that. Her pretty face turned extremely red in
pain before she started trembling and shivering.
Yes, the Heavenly Flame Core’s powers have started spreading in Queenie’s body.
Queenie felt like she was being put on a stove at that moment as she felt unspeakably hot. A
violent power force was thrashing around brutally in her meridian at the same moment.
The issue which worried Darryl was about to happen.
Queenie was only a Level Five Martial Saint at that moment and might not be able to endure the
Heavenly Flame Core’s powerful force.
Wow!
The surrounding powerful cultivators of the various sects were stunned upon seeing this scene
while being secretly excited at the same time.
“This… The Heavenly Flame Core has such a powerful energy force…”
“Haha, what if this girl gets the treasures. She doesn’t have the powers to fuse with the
Heavenly Flame Core!”
“Yes, how could a lowly girl like her have such a precious treasure?”
“Everyone, let’s go and catch this young girl! We’ll stuff her into the cauldron and extract a new
Heavenly Flame Core!”
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Although Queenie had consumed the Heavenly Flame Core, she could not fully fuse it with her
powers! They would be able to extract a new Heavenly Flame Core so long they caught
Queenie at that moment and refined her in an elixir cauldron!
Queenie also had the Goddess Tears in her hands! It could be said at that moment Queenie
was a huge treasure herself! Whoever got their hands on her would be able to get both precious
treasures—the Heavenly Flame Core and Goddess Tears!
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1672
Queenie was biting her lip upon seeing those few million people clamoring to catch her as she
tried to fuse with the Heavenly Flame Core in the panic.
However, the terrifying Heavenly Purple Flame’s power contained therein the Heavenly Flame
Core was too great.
In just a few seconds, Queenie could no longer endure it as she opened her red lips lightly and
feebly yelled at Darryl, “Darryl, I’m feeling terrible. Help me…”
“Hubby!”
Lily was extremely anxious as well upon seeing this as she tugged on Darryl’s hands. “Quick,
save Queenie!”
“Woo!”
Darryl took a deep breath and comforted Lily. “Don’t worry, Queenie will be fine.”
In truth, anyone would have been helpless under such circumstances as the Heavenly Purple
Flame in the Heavenly Flame Core was too terrifying after all. However, Darryl was different as
he had the White Lily Cold Flame in his body.
The White Lily Cold Flame could restrain all other enchanted flames as the top enchanted flame
in the world, so Darryl had a way to help Queenie go through this.
He was about to rush over as he finished speaking.
Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh!
A few World Universe cultivators immediately came over and blocked him in his way right at this
moment under Megan’s instructions.
Their leader was Watson Tucker.
“Darryl, what are you trying to do?” Watson looked at Darryl straight in the eye and boldly yelled
at him.
Watson would have been very respectful to Darryl, let alone find fault with him in the past.
However, he had Megan as his support at that moment as he fearlessly faced Darryl.
The surrounding people then chimed in as well.
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“Darryl, you want to take the treasure?”
“You didn’t fight against the fiery kylin just now. Now that it’s dead, you want to take the
benefits?”
“Leave now. There’s nothing for you here.”
Their eyes were tightly fixed on Queenie while all of them were angrily rebuking Darryl.
How could they let Darryl take Queenie away under such circumstances?
“F*ck off!” Darryl did not bother to say anymore as he frowned and coldly glared at Watson.
Darryl noticed just moments ago that Watson Tucker was the most dedicated among the sects
who respectfully called Megan—Alliance Master. He had clearly completely defected to Megan
and became her b*tch.
Those sorts of people were the most despicable ones!
Gulp!
Watson could not help but secretly swallow his saliva upon feeling Darryl’s aura.
Even though he had Megan’s support, Darryl before him should not be offended too. He was the
World Universe’s hero and also the previous Alliance Master after all.
Watson was a little apprehensive and took a step backward with that thought in mind.
Darryl swore silently and walked around Watson before quickly approaching Queenie and said,
“Queenie, don’t be afraid. I’m here!” Darryl then immediately quickened his steps.
“Hmm!” Queenie responded and tightly bit her lip as she felt countless balls of flames non-stop
burning in her body. It was excruciatingly painful beyond almost any ordinary person’s limits.
In truth, Queenie could almost no longer endure it, but she was not afraid at all with Darryl there.
Swoosh!
Someone suddenly quickly got ahead first upon seeing Darryl about to reach Queenie. He
quickly grabbed Queenie’s arms and concurrently pressed her acupoints.
He was in a black long robe with terrifying internal energy force in him.
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It was Master Ralph.
Darryl was stunned, but still smiled and said to Master Ralph, “Master Ralph, what do you mean
by this?”
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